ME170 Lecture Class Assignment #1
DUE DATE: Thursday September 6th 2018 midnight.

3D Spatial Assessment – Initial evaluation:

This semester, as part of an SIIP funded educational program in spatial skills and development training, ME170 is participating in this online activity. Please complete the online spatial reasoning assessment link below.

Before you start, make sure you have 20 mins available to complete the test as there is a speed element to the evaluation. It is a “timed” test so you will need to do as much as you can in the timeframe available. Once logged in, click on the big “Assessment” button….and off you go 😊

http://spatialtest.web.engr.illinois.edu/spatialtest/intro/

At the end of the semester you will be asked to complete a similar assessment, so we can collectively see how your 3D spatial skills have evolved.